
7th September, 2021
Dear Delegates and Faculty Advisors,

The American School of Barcelona is proud to host its ninth annual Barcelona Model United
Nations Conference (BCNMUN). We would like to invite you to our conference which will be held on the

25th, 26th,  and 27th of November, 2021

Every year, delegates join us to debate pressing, current issues. Our hope is that BCNMUN IX
empowers delegates to become globalized citizens, to grow as individuals, and as future world leaders.
We strive to provide engagement and high debate levels for delegates that come from all around the
world.

We have decided that BCNMUN 2021 Pt.2 will be held as a virtual conference as a result of
government restrictions implemented due to Covid-19.

This year's theme of our conference focuses on The Digital Revolution: Taking Action to
Promote a Better World Through Technology. The benefits of technology in societies have never been
as prominent in people’s lives as they are now. That this conference can be held, even during a pandemic,
is largely due to technology. It was during the mid 20th century that the world’s dependency on the
traditional industry shifted towards technology. We witness the benefits of the information age through
means ranging from increased shared knowledge and fast communication to modern medicine, education
and financial services. Productivity has skyrocketed. However, in a world in which systems, societies and
individuals have become digitally dependent, it is crucial to guarantee safety along with responsible and
fair conduct. This is why BCNMUN challenges all attending delegates to discuss the Digital Revolution
through this year’s committees: General Assembly, Security Council, Economic and Social Council and
Political Committee.

In March, BCNMUN 2021 Pt 1 was held virtually. The level of debate was maintained; delegates
were able to create their own solutions to global issues even when they were not physically present. We
are excited to provide and witness that same level of debate in November.

Holding a virtual conference means that individuals from different locations that wouldn’t have
been able to join an in-person conference can now attend BCNMUN! As a result, the registration fee
and Google Form for our conference is now due on the 30th of September, 2021. Please, do not
hesitate to contact us directly by sending an email to bcnmun@asbarcelona.com. Our website,
https://www.bcnmun.com/, is available with more information. We are confident that all participants will
be able to improve their MUN skills and broaden their personal horizons during BCNMUN 2021 pt 2.

Kind Regards,
Elisabet Van Meer
Secretary-General
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